
KEG DESTRUCTION
PROCESS

Here’s what you need to do:

1. Log into the website returnyourbeer.co.uk and enter your pub details.

2.Register all of your kegs onto the website following the instructions given.

3.Await approval on those kegs which will come within 24hours.

4.Once you have approval, destroy your Camden keg stock on site, making 
sure you provide the further photo evidence as requested in the website 
process.

5.Sign the self-certification declaration on the website.

6.Submit your claim.

7.We’ll work with you to provide fresh stock for unbroached kegs 
submitted.

Please see below examples of the photos that need to be submitted at each 
stage as evidence of keg destruction. These photos have been approved by 
HMRC.

If you’d like more information the full HMRC guidance can be found here:

http://beerandpub.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/FINAL-HMRC-Best- 
Practice-for-Destruction-of-Beer-in-Cellars.pdf

www.returnyourbeer.co.uk
http://beerandpub.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/FINAL-HMRC-Best-Practice-for-Destruction-of-Beer-in-Cellars.pdf


BROACHED
KEG EVIDENCE

Photo of the tapped keg with the keg 
label showing, including the details of 
the brand and batch on the collar. 

Photo of the beer being drained
through the tap into a measuring
vessel, to clearly demonstrate
volume measuring.

PLEASE SUBMIT 2 PHOTOS IN TOTAL

1) FOR KEG REGISTRATION 2) FOR KEG DESTRUCTION



Photo of the sealed keg 
detailed the brand and batch 
details on the collar.

Photo of the tapped keg 
detailing the brand and 
batch details on the collar.

Photo of the beer being 
drained through the tap.
No need to show volume
measuring here as we will 
use the volume of the keg
volume measuring .

1) FOR KEG REGISTRATION 2) FOR KEG DESTRUCTION

UN-BROACHED
KEG EVIDENCE
PLEASE SUBMIT 3 PHOTOS IN TOTAL



KEG SKU LIST

Camden Hells Lager

Camden Hells Lager

Camden Pale Ale

Camden Pale Ale

Camden O� Menu IPA

Camden Gentleman’s Wit

Camden Ink Stout

Camden Show O� lager

Camden Blooming Hells Lager

Camden Hells in Hibernation Lager
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